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Abstract
Three Fermion sumrules for interacting systems are derived at T = 0, involving
the number expectation N¯(µ), canonical chemical potentials µ(m), a logarithmic
time derivative of the Greens function γ~kσ and the static Greens function. In
essence we establish at zero temperature the sumrules linking:
N¯(µ)↔
∑
m
Θ(µ− µ(m))↔
∑
~k,σ
Θ
(
γ~kσ
)
↔
∑
~k,σ
Θ
(
Gσ(~k, 0)
)
.
Connecting them across leads to the Luttinger and Ward sumrule, originally
proved perturbatively for Fermi liquids. Our sumrules are nonperturbative in
character and valid in a considerably broader setting that additionally includes
non-canonical Fermions and Tomonaga-Luttinger models. Generalizations are
given for singlet-paired superconductors, where one of the sumrules requires a
testable assumption of particle-hole symmetry at all couplings. The sumrules are
found by requiring a continuous evolution from the Fermi gas, and by assuming
a monotonic increase of µ(m) with particle number m. At finite T a pseudo-
Fermi surface, accessible to angle resolved photoemission, is defined using the
zero crossings of the first frequency moment of a weighted spectral function.
Keywords: Fermi surface, t-J model, Strongly correlated matter,
Superconductivity
1. Introduction
The Luttinger-Ward (LW) sumrule [1] for interacting electrons expresses
the number of electrons in terms of the static limit of the imaginary frequency
Greens function[2–4] for T → 0 as
N¯(µ) =
∑
~k,σ
Θ
(
Gσ(~k, ω = 0|µ)
)
, (1)
with Θ(x) = 12 (1 + sgn(x)). Since the static Greens function is negative outside
the Fermi surface, its volume is fixed by the number of particles [1, 3, 5], inde-
pendent of the magnitude of the interaction. This interaction independence is
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a fundamental result in Landau’s theory of the Fermi liquid[6, 7]. In condensed
matter physics, field theory and statistical mechanics, the origin of this sumrule
and its ramifications have been very influential[3, 7–11]. It has continued to
receive much attention to recent times[12–24], partly motivated by the search
for novel phases of matter that might violate this sumrule. The present work
provides a physically transparent derivation of the sumrule, and extends it in
several directions. The extended version includes non-Fermi liquids, such as
the 1-d Tomonaga Luttinger model (TLM). It is also valid for non-canonical
Fermions, such as U=∞ Gutzwiller projected electrons in the t-J model, in
treatments where continuity with the Fermi gas is maintained [25], but not oth-
erwise [24, 26]. Our extension also includes singlet pairing superconductors.
These include the s-wave BCS-Gor’kov-Nambu case and d-wave cuprate super-
conductors. While analyticity in the coupling is lost in these extensions, they do
evolve continuously from the non-interacting limit, which suffices for our pur-
poses. Exotic superconductors, where one hollows out the k-space [27], provide
an interesting counter-point where continuity with the gas limit is discarded;
we need to exclude them here too.
Since the static Greens function entering Eq. (1) is not directly measurable,
one needs to relate it to other directly visible signatures for using it. This
work provides a new and experimentally accessible sum-rule Eq. (79), which is
equivalent to Eq. (1) at T=0 in the cases considered. It also allows one to define
a pseudo Fermi surface at any T. This surface carries useful information on the
real part of the on-shell self energy.
1.1. Methods used
The technique used here is non-perturbative, it relies on isothermal continu-
ity in some parameter λ connecting the interacting and non-interacting systems.
Since this type of continuity has not been explicitly discussed in literature, a
few words are in order. As some parameter in the Hamiltonian is varied, the
variation is required to be isothermal, i.e. at each intermediate value of the
parameter, the system is allowed to repopulate energy levels according to the
thermal distribution. This is in contrast to adiabatic variations where the pop-
ulation of the energy levels is frozen at their starting values. By continuity we
imply that the expectation of the energy and other observables change without
discontinuity, i.e. we rule out first order transitions. Illustrating the distinction
we note that the change of shape of the Fermi surface for anisotropic systems
is allowed by isothermal continuity, but not by adiabatic continuity. Finally
our method does not require analyticity in a coupling, isothermal continuity is
sufficient for our purpose.
Our other main assumption is that the canonical ensemble (CE) chemical
potentials µ(m) increase monotonically with the particle numberm, whereby the
canonical free energy is thereby a concave-up function of m. This is tantamount
to ruling out phase separation. We argue in Section.2 that such a monotonic
behavior could be regarded as a defining feature of repulsive interactions.
In each case covered by our argument, at non-zero T we construct an an
effective particle density neff (T ), and pseudo-Fermi surface, whose temperature
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variation reveals lowest lying characteristic energy scales in the system. The
pseudo-Fermi surface has the potential to be studied using angle resolved photo
emission (ARPES) technique, and hence is discussed in some detail in Section
(7)
1.2. Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. I first establish in Section.2 a basic ther-
modynamic number sumrule for electrons with repulsive interactions;
N¯(µ) =
Nmax−1∑
m=0
Θ(µ− µ(m)), (2)
where the CE chemical potential µ(m) = Fm+1 − Fm is the difference of the
canonical free energies F with m+ 1 and m particles. We will assume a hard-
core set of particles, and therefore the maximum number of particles is limited
by Nmax. In Section.3 I next introduce γ, the temporal log-derivative of the
Greens function:
γ~kσ(µ, T ) = limτ=β/2
∂τ logGσ(~k, τ |µ), β =
1
kBT
. (3)
Setting τ = β/2 sandwiches each Fermionic operator of G symmetrically by
factors that project all contributing states to the ground state as T → 0. While
the study of Gσ(~k,
β
2 |µ) is popular in quantum Monte-Carlo studies[28], the log-
derivative, playing a key role in this work, has not been discussed earlier. Its
physical content at low T , as µ minus a ~k-weighted average over µ(m) becomes
clear later (see Eq. (32)). In the Section.3 we make an important distinction
between two ways of taking the zero temperature and thermodynamic limits, in
Limit-I we take T→0 first and L→∞ later, while in Limit-II we take L→∞
first and T → 0 later.
In Section.4 the T = 0 limit is taken first (i.e. in the limit Limit-I), and
shown to lead to the sumrule∑
~k,σ
Θ
(
γ~kσ(µ, 0)
)
=
∑
m
Θ(µ− µ(m)). (4)
This is demonstrated for the Fermi liquid and also for the 1-d case of a Tomonaga-
Luttinger model.
In Section.5 the L → ∞ limit is taken first (i.e. in the limit Limit-II),
whereby we obtain a continuous frequency variable in terms of which a spectral
function can be defined. Here the sumrule∑
~k,σ
Θ
(
γ~kσ(µ, 0
+)
)
=
∑
~k,σ
Θ
(
Gσ(~k, ω = 0|µ)
)
, (5)
is established for Fermi liquids in Section.5.1 and for 1-d TLL systems in Sec-
tion5.2.
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Assuming unbroken symmetry, powerful theorems on the uniqueness of the
ground state [29, 30] are applicable, these allows us to equate the two zero
temperature limits
γ~kσ(µ, 0) = γ~kσ(µ, 0
+). (6)
Upon using Eqs. (2,7) Eqs. (4,5) (or Eqs. (8,75)) then imply the sumrule Eq. (1).
In the infinite volume limit, the ~k sums are replaced by integrals as usual.
In Section.6 a systematic development of the volume theorem for a singlet
superconducting state is provided. This broken symmetry state not accessible by
the methods of L-W. In Section.6.1 we study the canonical chemical potentials
µe(2m) ≡
1
2 (F2m+2−F2m) constrained to the even particle sector. The µe(2m)
are taken to be monotonically increasing in m, reflecting the inherent repulsion
between pairs of electrons. In this ensemble we study the effects of adding or
removing a particle and thence the Greens function, leading to the sumrule
N¯SC(µ) = 2
1
2
Nmax∑
m=0
Θ(µ− µe(2m)), (7)
which replaces Eq. (2) in the normal state.
In Section.6.2 the Greens function and γ~k are studied at T=0, (i.e. in the
Limit-I) in the superconducting state, subject to the assumptions of particle
hole symmetry and of the repulsion between the Cooper pairs of electrons. Here
one finds ∑
~kσ
Θ(γ~kσ(µ, 0)) = 2
∑
m
Θ(µ− µe(2m)) = N¯(µ), (8)
a sumrule corresponding to Eqs. (4).
In Section.6.3 the Greens function and γ~k are studied at L=∞, (i.e. in the
Limit-II) in the superconducting state. Here we use the Nambu-Go’rkov [31–
35] formalism together with the formally exact quasiparticle representation[34]
of the diagonal Greens function. This yields the sumrule Eq. (75), and completes
the set of links giving the number sumrule Eq. (1). In summary the sumrules
corresponding to Eqs. (4,5) for a superconductor are Eqs. (8,75) in Section.6.2
and Section.6.3.
In Section.7 details of the applications of the sumrules at finite T to angle
resolved photo emission (ARPES) are given. The main finding is that one can
use a first moment of the frequency with respect to the weight function
W(~k, ω, T ) =W0
A(~k, ω)
cosh(12βω)
(9)
where W0 is a normalization constant and A(~k, ω) is the electronic spectral
weight measured in experiments. It is denoted in the rest of the paper by the
theoreticians favorite symbol ρG(~k, ω). The first moment with respect to W of
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the frequency 〈ω〉~k is found to be equal to −γ~k(µ, 0
+) at T=0, and in view of
the theorems proved here, can be used as a proxy for the inverse static Greens
function. It can be found from photoemission at any T, and thereby permits
us to define an observable pseudo- Fermi surface (PFS), which becomes the
true Fermi surface (FS) at T → 0. Section.7.1 examines the T dependence of
the pseudo FS and notes that it can be used to unravel the often sensitive T
dependence of the real part of self energy. In Section.7.2 the pseudo FS for a
singlet superconducting state is discussed in some detail.
In Section.8 I summarize the paper and discuss the results.
1.3. The Hamiltonian
Consider a two component Fermion Hamiltonian
H =
∑
~kσ
ε(~k)C†~kσ
C~kσ + U × interaction− µN (10)
in the grand canonical ensemble (GCE), where N is the number operator, µ is
the (running i.e. varying) chemical potential, ε(~k) the energy dispersion. We
take the interaction as a short-ranged Hubbard type interaction, possibly with
a few further neighbor terms. The initial discussion assumes U > 0, and later
we allow for pairing i.e. U < 0. We assume a finite lattice in d-dimensions with
Ns = L
d sites (L the linear dimension) and take the limit of an infinite system
at the end.
2. A number sumrule at T=0
We derive a new and useful sumrule Eq. (2) for the electron number at
T=0 for electrons with repulsive interactions. It is of thermodynamic origin
and is based on an assumption of “good behavior” of the chemical potentials of
repulsive finite systems. Let us define the common eigenstates of N ,H as |m, a〉
with eigenvalues m, Ea(m)−mµ as the respective eigenvalues. In the canonical
ensemble (CE) m particle sector, we will denote E0(m) and Fm as the ground
state energy and free energy Fm = −kBT logZm. We define the CE chemical
potentials µ(m) using
µ(m) = Fm+1 − Fm, for 0 ≤ m < Nmax, (11)
where T dependence is implied in all variables. The value of Nmax is twice
the number of sites for the prototypical spin- 12 Hubbard model. The set of free
energies Fm is conveniently extended by defining F0 and FNmax+1 satisfying the
conditions F0 > 2F1 − F2 and FNmax+1 > 2FNmax − FNmax−1 but are arbitrary
otherwise. By inversion we obtain for m ≥ 1
Fm − F0 = µ(m− 1) + µ(m− 2) + . . .+ µ(0). (12)
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Our essential assumption is that of a positive definite CE compressibility,
i.e. a strictly concave-up free energy, i.e. a strictly increasing chemical potential
for all m
Fm+1 + Fm−1 − 2Fm > 0,
or µ(m) > µ(m− 1). (13)
In a very large system, if we replace differences by derivatives, Eq. (13)
becomes the more familiar condition of a positive physical compressibility. We
can use it to order the CE chemical potentials as a monotonically increasing set
µ(0) < . . . < µ(j) < . . . < µ(Nmax). (14)
From the interesting example of the Hubbard model on a buckyball cluster, we
learn that this condition can be violated by ostensibly repulsive interactions[36],
leading to phase separation and related phenomena. Therefore the ordering in
Eq. (14) seem to us to be no more than a robust characterization of truly
repulsive interactions.
We introduce a useful set of weight functions
ξn = e
β{µ−µ(n)}. (15)
Using these we may write pµ(m) the probability of finding m particles in the
GCE. With pµ(m) ≡ expβ(mµ− Fm)/Z(µ), and the grand partition function
Z(µ) =
∑
m e
β(µm−Fm), we obtain
pµ(m) = Z
−1(µ) ξ0ξ1 . . . ξm−1 (16)
Z(µ) = 1 + ξ0 + ξ0ξ1 + ξ0ξ1ξ2 + ξ0ξ1ξ2ξ3 + . . . (17)
The CE chemical potentials µ(m) are computed at low T from the ground state
energies E0(m).
When T ≪ 2π~v/(LkB) where v ∼ vF the band velocity, the free energies Fm
can be replaced by the ground state energies Fm → E0(m), and the canonical
chemical potentials µ(m) computed from the ground state energies E0(m). We
note that
lim
T→0
ξj →

∞, if µ > µ(j),
1, if µ = µ(j),
0, if µ < µ(j).
(18)
Let us consider the case when µ is in the jth (open) interval Ij defined as
Ij = {µ | µ(j − 1) < µ < µ(j)}. (19)
When µ ∈ Ij at very low T , the j particle sector is occupied while j + 1
and higher sectors are unoccupied. To see this, when T → 0 we observe that
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ξ0, ξ1 . . . ξj−1 grow while ξj , ξj+1 . . . decrease towards zero. Therefore for µ ∈ Ij ,
Z is dominated by a single term
Z = ξ0ξ1 . . . ξj−1 × Y (20)
Y =
(
1 +
1
ξj−1
+
1
ξj−1ξj−2
+ . . .+ ξj + ξjξj+1 + . . .
)
→ 1,
and therefore
pµ(j)→ 1 (21)
while the probabilities with lower and higher indices vanish:
pµ(j − r)→
1
ξj−1ξj−2 . . . ξj−r
∼ 0
pµ(j + r)→ ξj . . . ξj+r−1 ∼ 0. (22)
Therefore at T = 0 it follows that the system has j, and no more than j particles,
i.e.
lim
T=0
pµ(j) = Θ(µ− µ(j − 1))−Θ(µ− µ(j)). (23)
The number of particles can be found using Eq. (23) and N¯(µ) =
∑Ns
m=1mpµ(m).
Shifting the sum in one of the terms and simplifying, we deduce the T = 0 ther-
modynamic number sumrule Eq. (2).
Note the crucial role played by concavity of the free energy, it implies a 1↔ 1
relationship between m and µ(m). This rules out double bends , i.e a non
monotonic relation which prevents inversion. The assumed monotonicity allows
the relationship to be inverted, yielding m from µ(m) uniquely and hence giving
the sum-rule. In order to deal with degeneracies of µ(m), usually arising from
discrete symmetries (spin, parity, rotation,..), we relax the strictly increasing
condition Eq. (13) to the weaker
µ(m) ≥ µ(m− 1), (24)
we obtain a second form of the sumrule:
N¯(µ) =
′∑
m
gmΘ(µ− µ(m)), (25)
where gm is the degeneracy of the particular µ(m), and the primed sum is over
unequal µ(m)’s.
3. Log-derivative of the Greens function
The log-derivative in Eq. (3) can be written as a ratio
γ~kσ = β~kσ/α~kσ, (26)
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where
α~kσ(µ, T ) = −Gσ(
~k,
β
2
|µ) (27)
β~kσ(µ, T ) = − lim
τ→1
2
β
∂τGσ(~k, τ |µ). (28)
In terms of the convenient variable
f(m, a, b) ≡ eβ(µ(m+
1
2
)− 1
2
(Ea(m)+Eb(m+1)))/Z(µ),
we find
α~kσ(µ, T ) =
∑
m,a,b
f(m, a, b)|〈m, a|C~kσ|m+ 1, b〉|
2, (29)
and
β~kσ(µ, T ) =
∑
m,a,b
f(m, a, b) (µ+ Ea(m)− Eb(m+ 1))
|〈m, a|C~kσ|m+ 1, b〉|
2 (30)
These spectral representations imply that at low T both initial and final states
are limited to their ground states in their respective number sectors.
We take the low temperature limit and the thermodynamic limit in two
distinct ways, by comparing kBT with an energy scale ∆E representing the
excited state energy level separation in gapless systems:
∆E ∼
2π~v
L
, (31)
where v∼vF the band velocity. We distinguish between two ways of taking the
limit
• Limit (I) : ∆E > kBT >∼ 0, or equivalently {
1
L → 0, T → 0}
• Limit (II): kBT > ∆E >∼ 0, or equivalently {T → 0,
1
L → 0}.
The two limits can be taken with different sets of tools, Limit(I) leads to Eq. (4),
and can be taken employing ideas and tools relevant to finite size systems, while
Limit(II) leading to Eq. (5) allows the use of electronic spectral functions that
are continuous functions of ω. The results of [29, 30] imply Eq. (6), i.e. that
the two limits coincide asymptotically.
4. Zero temperature Limit (I), i.e. { 1
L
→ 0, T → 0}
In this section we consider Fermi liquids of TLM systems and take the T=0
limit in Eqs. (26,29,30). Upon taking the stated limit, we project the sum
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over the intermediate states a, b to the ground state, and write eβ(µm−E0(m)) →
pµ(m)× Z(µ), whereby
α~kσ(µ, 0) =
∑
m
Φm(~kσ),
β~kσ(µ, 0) =
∑
m
Φm(~kσ)× {µ− µ(m)} ,
γ~kσ(µ, 0) = µ−
∑
m
Φ˜m(~kσ)µ(m), (32)
the normalized weight function Φ˜m = Φm/
∑
r Φr is normalized to unity
∑
m Φ˜m =
1) and its un-normalized counterpart
Φm(~kσ) = pµ(m)e
1
2
(β−µ(m)) ZσNs(
~k,m), (33)
ZσNs(
~k,m) = |〈m, 0|C~kσ|m+ 1, 0〉|
2. (34)
ZσNs is the ground state CE quasiparticle weight of a state with m particles in
Ns. In Eq. (32) by writing µ(m)〈m, 0|C~kσ|m+ 1, 0〉 = 〈m, 0|[C~kσ, H ]|m+ 1, 0〉
and evaluating the kinetic piece explicitly, we obtain
γ~kσ(µ, 0) = µ− ε(
~k)−M(~kσ, µ), (35)
M(~kσ, µ) =
∑
m
Φ˜m(~kσ)
Z
1
2 (~k,m)
〈m, 0|[C~kσ, V ]|m+ 1, 0〉. (36)
We require Z in Eq. (34) to be non-zero at finite Ns, although it could vanish as
Ns → ∞, in such as way that the normalized Φ˜ and M involving the ratios of
Z-like objects remain non-zero. Let us also observe thatM vanishes on turning
off interactions. We comment on its relation to the conventional Dyson self
energy below after Eq. (45).
We next argue that Eq. (32) implies Eq. (4) provided the interacting system
is continuously connected to the gas limit. For the strictly monotonic case
µ(m) < µ(m+1), there is a 1↔ 1 map between the ~kσ and the µ(m), extending
the obvious map in the gas. Hence Φ˜m = δm,m0 for some m0, whereby γ~kσ =
µ− µ(m0). Summing over all ~kσ leads to Eq. (4). This property of a sum over
all ~kσ recovering the sum over all µ(m) follows from the completeness of Fermi
operators with the ~kσ labels, i.e. there is no state in the Hilbert space that is
inaccessible by a combination of these operators.
We might relax strict monotonicity of µ(m) and allow for the merging of a
set of µ(m) at different m with say µ(m0). In this case Φ˜(m) are non-zero for
the set of m with non vanishing matrix elements in ZσNs(~k,m). Summing over
these m’s we again get γ~kσ = µ− µ(m0). Further summing over all
~kσ gives us
back Eq. (4), with a suitable degeneracy factor, provided we use completeness
of the sum. We verify completeness in the noninteracting case (including shell
type degeneracies) by using the representation Eq. (35), with M = 0. In an
interacting theory this completeness requires invoking isothermal continuity.
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5. Zero temperature Limit (II), i.e. {T → 0, 1
L
→ 0}
We now consider the log-derivative γ~k(µ, T ) for Fermi liquids as well as 1-d
TLM. We are interested in calculating the T → 0+ limit of γ~k(µ, T ) near its
root.
In order to calculate α (Eq. (27)) and β (Eq. (28)) (dropping the explicit spin
label below) we use the spectral function representations for the time dependent
G detailed in Appendix-A. We start with Eq. (A.4) where we put τ = 12β so
that
α~k(µ, T ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2 cosh(βω/2)
ρG(~k, ω), (37)
β~k(µ, T ) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
ω dω
2 cosh(βω/2)
ρG(~k, ω), (38)
γ~k(µ, T ) = β~k/α~k. (39)
5.1. Fermi liquids
The spectral function in a Fermi liquid can be expressed for low T, |ω| ≪ TF
as a Lorentzian[3]
ρG(~k, ω) ∼
Z(~k)
π
Γk
Γ2k + (ω − E(
~k, T ))2
, (40)
where the quasiparticle weight
Z−1(~k) = 1− ∂ωΣ(~k, ω)
∣∣
ω→0
, (41)
and the width of the peak Γk = −Z(~k)Σ
′′(~k, 0, T ), these are implicitly functions
of k, T, µ etc. Note that Γk ∼ T 2 is the standard Fermi liquid result for this ob-
ject. The quasiparticle energy is defined as usual from the root of the nonlinear
equation
E(~k, T ) = ε(~k) + Σ′(~k,E, T )− µ(T ), (42)
and Σ′ (Σ′′) denotes the real (imaginary) part of Σ. From Eq. (B.7) and using
the convenient symbol
W (~k, T ) =
1
2
+
Γk + iE(~k, T )
2πT
(43)
we deduce that
α~k(µ, T ) =
Z(~k)
π
ℜe ξ(W )
β~k(µ, T ) = −E(
~k, T )α~k(µ, T )−
Z(~k)Γk
π
ℑmξ(W )
γ~k(µ, T ) = −E(
~k, T )− Γk
ℑmξ(W )
ℜeξ(W )
. (44)
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In the limit T → 0+ the width Γk vanishes and we obtain
γ~k(µ, 0
+) = −E(~k, 0). (45)
Comparing the relations Eqs. (42,45) with Eqs. (35,36), we observe that the
variable M is essentially the self energy Σ′ from the perspective of Limit-I.
A change in the sign of γ~k therefore occurs at the zero of E(
~k, 0). Close to
this root, i.e. with small E Eq. (42) and the Dyson expression for the Greens
function give us
Θ(γ~k(µ, 0
+)) = Θ(G−1(~k, ω = 0|µ)), (46)
and by replacing the static Greens function G−1 → G we obtain the sumrule
Eq. (5). We return to these expressions later in Section (7), where we carry
out a detailed analysis of the volume of the Fermi surface in connection with
ARPES experiments.
5.2. Non-Fermi liquids in 1-d
In this section we apply our method to the case of Tomonaga-Luttinger sys-
tems. This is an extensively studied area where many methods for exact solution
are available[37–39]. In these systems the quasiparticle weight Z vanishes, in
parallel to the discussion for Limit (I) after Eq. (36). We show below that as
T → 0 in Limit(II), α~k vanishes as well, and so does β~k in such a way that γ~k
remains finite and switches sign at the true Fermi wave-vector.
For the canonical example of a spinless model, the spectral function is sever-
aly constrained by the Lorentz invariance of the theory and conformal invariance
of the effective 2-d classical theory at finite T [38–40]. It can be expressed as
a scaling function valid at low T, ω and kˆ defined as kˆ = k − ζk∗ near the left
(ζ=-1) and right (ζ=1) Fermi points ∓k∗ [37, 38, 40]
ρG(k, ω) =
1
Tα0
∑
ζ=±1
F(
ω − ζV kˆ
T
), (47)
where V the renormalized Fermion velocity is related to the bare Fermi velocity
VF by a non singular scaling factor, and we set kB = 1 in this section. Here and
in the following we should retain only one of the two terms of the ζ sum, where
kˆ is small. Although we did not specify the value of k∗ yet, it will turn out that
k∗ = kF below thanks to the sumrule. The exponent α0 < 1, both α, V depend
on the interaction strength, and the positive definite scaling function is peaked
at the origin. It satisfies F(0) = 1 and F(ξ)→ 1/|ξ|α0 for |ξ| ≫ 1. As T → 0+
we obtain
ρG(k, ω) ∼
∑
ζ=±1
A
|ω − ζV kˆ|α0
, (48)
with A > 0. From the above spectral function and Eq. (A.5) we can calculate
the Greens function near zero frequency close to the Fermi points with T → 0+
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as
G(k, 0|µ) = −B
ζV kˆ
|V kˆ|α0+1
, (49)
where B > 0, and ζ = ±1 for the right and left Fermi points.
We next calculate Eq. (37) and Eq. (38) using Eq. (47). The cosh(12βω)
factor in Eq. (37) cuts off frequencies with |ω| > T , and if we restrict |V kˆ| <∼ T
as well, then the dimensionless argument of the scaling function F in Eq. (47)
is at most of O(1), and we get no contribution to the integrals from a regime
where F(ξ)→ 1/|ξ|α0 . We can therefore reasonably replace F by a Lorentzian
F ∼
CT
π
CT
(CT )2 + (ω − ζV kˆ)2
, (50)
where C is a positive constant. This enables the convenience of an explicit
evaluation of the integrals. If needed it can be supplanted by a more lengthy
and tedious argument that avoids this replacement, giving the same answer.
We therefore use the results Eq. (B.7) and Eqs. (B.8,B.9) to explicitly per-
form the integrals and write down at low T the results when V kˆ is small;
α~k(µ, T ) =
C
π
T 1−α0 ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
CT + iV kˆ
2πT
)
(51)
γ~k(µ, T ) = −ζV kˆ − CT
ℑmξ
(
1
2 +
CT+iζV kˆ
2πT
)
ℜe ξ
(
1
2 +
CT+iV kˆ
2πT
) (52)
and β~k(µ, T ) = γ~k(µ, T )α~k(µ, T ). Here ζ = ±1 for the right and left Fermi
points. Note that these equations closely resemble Eq. (44). At finite T both
terms in Eq. (52) vanish when V kˆ vanishes. As T → 0+ the second term in
Eq. (52) drops out identically, and we get
γk(µ, 0
+) = −ζV kˆ. (53)
Comparing with the static Greens function Eq. (49) we obtain
lim
T→0+
Θ(γ~k(µ, T )) = Θ (G(k, 0|µ)) (54)
we get the sumrule Eq. (5).
We note that the vanishing of the quasiparticle weight Z in this model is
reflected in the vanishing of α~k in Eq. (51) at T → 0. Away from the Fermi
points β~k also vanishes but their ratio γ~k in Eq. (52) is finite. It follows that
2
∑
k
Θ(G(k, 0|µ)) = 2
∑
k
Θ(G0(k, 0|µ)) (55)
since each side equals the number of particles and therefore equates the Fermi
diameter of the interacting and non interacting theories. Therefore the unspec-
ified k∗ can now be identified with the bare Fermi momentum kF .
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6. Sumrules in the singlet superconducting state
The volume theorem can be generalized to singlet superconductors. Our
work is inspired by an observation regarding Gor’kov’s (diagonal) Greens func-
tion describing the superconducting state [31] (see Eq. (14))
G(~k, ω) =
1
2
u2(~k)
ω − E(~k) + i0+
+
1
2
v2(~k)
ω + E(~k) + i0+
, (56)
u2(~k) =
1
2
(
1 +
ε(~k)− µ
E(~k)
)
and v2(~k) =
1
2
(
1−
ε(~k)− µ
E(~k)
)
. (57)
Here ε(~k) is the band energy, E(~k) =
√
ε2(~k) + ∆2(~k) the (positive) quasi-
particle energy and ∆(~k) the gap function. It is remarkable to note that this
expression contains in its innards, a precise encoding of the (submerged) normal
state Fermi surface. Setting ω = 0 we find
G(~k, 0) =
µ− ε(~k)
E2(~k)
. (58)
Therefore in system exhibiting superconductivity, the submerged normal state
Fermi surface is revealed by a change in sign of G(~k, 0) occurring at
ε(~k) = µ, (59)
and at the root,
u(~kF ) = v(~kF ). (60)
The latter condition expresses an emergent particle hole symmetry on the Fermi
surface of the weak coupling BCS solution. While the above relations are true at
the mean-field (BCS) level of description, it is not clear if this encoding survives
the effects of strong interactions, and further refinements of the theory. It is
also not entirely clear as to how one might probe this encoding, since there
is no known method for probing the static G directly. The first question is
treated here with an affirmative answer for a fully gapless superconductor. For
a partially or fully gapped case, it is subject to the survival of the particle hole
symmetry as at least an approximate symmetry for arbitrary coupling. The
second is answered in Section.7, where we relate an observable first moment of
frequency with a suitable weight function to this observation, thereby suggesting
a potentially useful photoemission experiment.
The strategy used for the normal state is extended to the superconductors
as follows. We first establish the thermodynamic sumrule Eq. (7), under the
assumption that (Cooper) pairs of electrons exhibit mutual repulsion, when
viewed as composite particles. We then take the T=0 limit to obtain the sumrule
Eq. (8). The main assumption here, used without a direct proof, is that of nearly
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particle hole symmetric matrix elements for the interacting system, analogous
to Eq. (60) for the free case. Finally we take the L→∞ limit and using results
from the Nambu-Gorkov formalism, obtain Eq. (75) and hence the sumrule
Eq. (5). This completes the set of sumrules needed to establish Eq. (1) for the
superconducting state as well.
6.1. Superconducting phase: Thermodynamic sumrule
We next study the thermodynamic sumrule for a superconducting state,
using the canonical ensemble. This approach is familiar from the nuclear physics
context [42, 43] and has been recently applied in the context of mesoscopic
superconductivity [44]. Our treatment initially assumes a finite gap such as s-
wave BCS superconductors, and later generalized to include d-wave case relevant
for cuprate superconductors. We define the CE chemical potentials remaining
within the even-canonical ensemble[42, 44]:
µe(2m) ≡
1
2
(F2m+2 − F2m), (61)
and require the monotonic property µe(2m+2) > µe(2m) leading to an ordering
µe(0) < µe(2) < . . . µe(2j) . . . < µe(Nmax). (62)
This clearly implies a concavity condition on the free energies 2F2n < F2n−2 +
F2n+2, arising from represents repulsion between pairs, so that further clusters
of electrons are forbidden, i.e. the pairing stops with pairs. This results in a
homogeneous many-body eigenstate of pairs, qualitatively similar and continu-
ously connected to a gas of (repulsive) Bosons as envisaged in Ref. ([45, 46]).
Assuming the ordering Eq. (62) we may repeat the discussion leading to Eq. (2),
yielding Eq. (7), the number sum-rule for paired superconductors at T = 0, with
the extra factor of 2 from skipping odd fillings.
6.2. Superconducting phase: T=0 sumrule
We now consider the low T log-derivative Greens function as in Eq. (3) with
Fm ∼ E0(m). For this we also need the odd sector energies F2n+1, these are
expressed in terms of the even energies and a gap function ∆[42–44, 47–55]:
E0(2n+ 1) =
1
2
(E0(2n) + E0(2n+ 2)) + ∆(2n+ 1). (63)
Here ∆ playing the role of the BCS gap is assumed non-zero initially. It is
interpretable as the energy of an unpaired electron in an otherwise paired state.
It is essentially the lowest energy Bogoliubov-Valatin[56] quasiparticle in the
CE.
We consider the Limit(I) of α, β of Eqs. (11,12,13,14) of the main paper.
We proceed to calculate Eq. (13,14) by grouping pairs of terms {2m, 2m+ 1},
rewriting pµ’s using Eq. (27) and Eq. (29) as pµ(2m) = e
β(2mµ−F2m)/Z(µ) and
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pµ(2m + 1) = e
−β∆(2m+1)p
1
2
µ (2m)p
1
2
µ (2m+ 2). We further define the matrix
elements:
V ab~kσ (2m+ 1) = 〈2m+ 1, a|C~kσ|2m+ 2, b〉,
Uab~kσ(2m+ 1) = 〈2m, a|C~kσ|2m+ 1, b〉. (64)
The ground state |2m+1, 0〉 has one unpaired quasiparticle (with 2-fold degen-
eracy), while |2m, 0〉 and |2m+2, 0〉 are the fully paired non-degenerate ground
states. These matrix elements are therefore analogs of the familiar GCE coef-
ficients (uk, vk) =
√
1
2 (1±
ξk
Ek
) of the BCS-Gor’kov theory[31, 56, 57] noted in
Eq. (57), with ξ = ε− µ. Recall that ξk = 0 at the Fermi momentum, therefore
the relation ukF = vkF noted in Eq. (60) holds good in weak coupling[31, 56, 57].
This relation also underlies the Majorana zero modes discussed in [41], and is of-
ten viewed as expressing an emergent particle-hole symmetry. Following this we
assume the more general ground states matrix elements satisfy |U00~kσ| ∼ |V
00
~kσ
|,
for the correct bridging momentum. For finite systems we require it to hold
within a tolerance that is discussed below.
We closely follow the procedure in the Fermi liquid case, and express α, β in
terms of the matrix elements U, V .
β~k(µ, T ) =
∑
m
e
1
2
β(µ−µe(2m)−∆)p
1
2
µ (2m)p
1
2
µ (2m+ 2) B(m),
and
α~k(µ, T ) =
∑
m
e
1
2
β(µ−µe(2m)−∆)p
1
2
µ (2m)p
1
2
µ (2m+ 2) A(m), (65)
where
A(m) =
{
(U00kσ(2m+ 1))
2 + e−β(µ−µe(2m))(V 00kσ (2m+ 1))
2
}
, (66)
B(m) = (µ− µe(2m))A(m) +
∆(2m+ 1)
{
(U00kσ(2m+ 1))
2 − e−β(µ−µe(2m))(V 00kσ (2m+ 1))
2
}
. (67)
In computing γ~k(µ, T ) as T → 0, our calculation proceeds similar to the non-
superconducting case but with the role of Z(~k,m) now played by the matrix
elements U, V . Assuming continuity from the Fermi gas via the weak coupling
BCS-Gor’kov theory, the given wave vector ~k picks out a single particle number
m contributing to both α, β. In the gapless case for the given ~k, ∆ vanishes
as an inverse power of L. Thus B/A = µ− µe(2m) with negligible corrections.
If the gap is non-zero the ratio B/A = µ − µe(2m) + ∆ C where on dropping
indices:
C =
eβ(µ−µe(2m))U2 − V 2
eβ(µ−µe(2m))U2 + V 2
.
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We require the correction ∆ C to be small relative to the separation between
µe(2m) and µe(2m + 2). If particle hole symmetry were exactly true then
U = V , ∆ C = 0 and the node in γ is situated exactly at µ = µe(2m) even if
∆ 6= 0. In practice an approximate equality between U and V suffices for this
condition with a specified tolerance. If we require that
|U2 − V 2|
U2 + V 2
<
|µe(2m± 2)− µe(2m)|
∆(2m+ 1)
, (68)
the node in γ at µ ∼ µe(2m) is essentially unshifted. Assuming this relation
and summing over ~k, it follows that∑
~kσ
Θ(γ~kσ(µ, 0)) = 2
∑
m
Θ(µ− µe(2m)) = N¯(µ),
as noted in Eq. (8), where the factor of 2 comes from the equal contribution
from ~kσ and its time reversed partner −~kσ¯.
6.3. Superconducting phase: T → 0+ sumrule using Nambu-Gor’kov formalism
We next take the limit {T → 0, 1L → 0} in the superconducting state. In
order to go beyond the mean-field treatment in the Gor’kov’s paper[31], we
use the formally exact Nambu formalism [32]. It contains all possible many
body effects, including those neglected in mean field theory. We start with the
Nambu-Gor’kov [31–33] four component theory where the self energy in the
superconducting state is expanded as
Σ(~k, z) = (1− Z~k(z))z 1+ φ(
~k, z) τ1 + χ(~k, z) τ3, (69)
with z = iωn where the Nambu self energies Z, χ, φ are even functions of z. In
this notation for superconductors Z ∼ 1 − ∂ωΣ, i.e the inverse of the normal
state convention where Z ∼ (1−∂ωΣ)−1. From this the matrix Greens function
G is written as
G(~k, z|µ) =
zZ~k(z)1+ τ3(ε(
~k)− µ+ χ~k(z)) + τ1φ~k(z)
z2Z2~k
(z)− E2~k(z)
. (70)
We are only interested in the diagonal Greens function G11, which we shall
denote by G below. This is the component of the Greens function relevant to
the volume theorem and also to photoemission studies. It can be found within
the quasiparticle approximation by expanding Eq. (70) near the poles of the
Greens function [32–35]. The poles of G(~k, ω) are located at the Bogoliubov-
Valatin (B-V)[56] quasiparticle energies ω = ±Er~k where
Er~k = ℜe(E~k(η~k)/Z~k(η~k)), with η~k = Er~k + i0
+, (71)
and have a width
Γ~k = Z
−1
~k
ℑm{η~kZ~k(η~k)−
1
E~k
(ε˜~kχ~k(η~k) + φ~kφ~k(η~k))},
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expressed in terms of the following set of real constants (Eq. (2.25,2.26,2.27) of
[34]).
ε˜~k = ε(
~k)− µ+ ℜe χ~k(η~k), φ~k = ℜe φ~k(η~k)
E~k = (ε˜
2
~k
+ φ2~k)
1
2 , Z~k = ℜeZ~k(η~k). (72)
In the above expression φ~k plays the role of a gap function, ε˜~k the dispersion of
a gapless underlying Fermi liquid renormalized with self energy χ~k, and E~k is
proportional to the quasiparticle energy Er~k.
For energies close to the BV quasiparticle energies, the quasiparticle Greens
function is given by the asymptotic expressions
G(~k, iωn|µ) ∼
∑
α=±1
{
1
2
+ α
ε˜~k
2E~k
}
Z−1~k
iωn − αEr~k + iΓ~k
, (73)
ρG(~k, ω) ∼
1
π
∑
α=±1
{
1
2
+ α
ε˜~k
2E~k
}
Z−1~k Γ~k
(ω − αEr~k)
2 + Γ2~k
(74)
The spectral function has a similar status for superconducting systems as Eq. (40)
for Fermi liquids; both expressions capture the various many-body renormaliza-
tions in terms of a few parameters.
We calculate α~k, βk from Eqs. (37,38) using the spectral function Eq. (74)
in greater detail below in Eq. (92) in Section (7.2). However as T → 0+ it is
known [34] that Γ~k → 0, i.e. one has sharp poles, and ρG is a sum over two
delta functions. In this case we easily calculate
α~k ∼
1
Zk cosh(
1
2βEr~k)
, β~k ∼
−ε˜~k
Z2~k
cosh(12βEr~k)
therefore γ~k(µ, T )→ −
ε˜~k
Z~k
. Now G(~k, 0|µ) = −
ε˜~k
E2
~k
from Eq. (73), and therefore
Θ
(
γ~k(µ, 0
+)
)
= Θ
(
G(~k, 0|µ)
)
, (75)
and therefore by summing over ~k we obtain the sumrule Eq. (5). This result is
argued to be valid for all flavors of singlet pairing, including the gapless d-wave
case. We combine Eq. (75) or Eq. (5) with Eq. (8) and infer the sumrule Eq. (1)
in the superconductor.
7. The pseudo Fermi surface at finite T
Extending the ground state sum-rule to finite T , we define a “pseudo-Fermi
surface” and an effective density neff (T ) from the changes in sign with ~k of
γ~kσ(µ, T ). These tend to the true Fermi surface and particle density when
T → 0, and can be extracted from experimental photoemission data as follows.
In terms of a dipole matrix-elementM and the Fermi function f(ω) = (expβω+
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1)−1, the photoelectron intensity is given by I(~k, ω) =M(~k)ρG(~k, ω)f(ω). From
Eqs. (3,37,38) it follows that γ is a suitably weighted first moment of frequency:
γ~kσ(µ, T ) = −〈ω〉~k, (76)
where
〈ω〉~k =
∫
dω I(~k, ω)e
1
2
βωω
/∫
dω I(~k, ω)e
1
2
βω, (77)
=
∫
ρG(~k, ω)
ω dω
cosh(12βω)
/∫
ρG(~k, ω)
dω
cosh(12βω)
, (78)
the two expressions Eqs. (77, 78) are equivalent since the ~k dependent ma-
trix element and other factors cancel out. This weight function was already
mentioned in Eq. (9) in the Section.1. In averaging over ω, the weight factors
provide exponential cutoffs for high |ω|. By replacing ω by ωm in Eq. (76), one
can generates the mth moment 〈ωm〉~k. This novel set of moments characterize
the low energy excitations of the spectral function, unlike the moments without
the T dependent weight functions, and seem promising for further study.
From γ we define the effective density
neff (T ) = 1/Ns
∑
~kσ
Θ
(
γ~kσ(µ, T )
)
. (79)
We can now define the pseudo-Fermi surface at any T; it is defined as the set
of Fermi points ~k satisfying
〈ω〉~k = 0. (80)
The sign changes of γ with ~k occur on this surface, and neff (T ) counts the
number of particles within this surface from Eq. (79). It reduces to the true
Fermi-surface at T=0. We next discuss the content of this sum-rule at finite T
for two important cases.
7.1. Finite T volume sumrule: Fermi liquids
We note that Eqs. (76,77) are identical to Eq. (39) in Section(6.3). Therefore
for Fermi liquids at finite (but low) T, we can use the quasiparticle approxima-
tion for the spectral function Eq. (40), so that
〈ω〉~k = E(
~k, T ) + Γk
ℑmξ(12 +
Γk+iE(~k,T )
2πT )
ℜeξ(12 +
Γk+iE(~k,T )
2πT )
, (81)
following Eq. (44). In order to deduce the pseudo Fermi points, we observe that
when E(~k, T ) vanishes in Eq. (39), the imaginary part of of ξ vanishes as well.
Thus at any T the pseudo Fermi point is located by
E(~k, T ) = 0, (82)
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where E(~k, T ) is defined in Eq. (42). At T = 0 it reduces to
E(~kF , 0) = ε(~kF ) + Σ
′(~kF , 0, 0)− µ(0) = 0, (83)
where we set ~k = ~kF , the corresponding T=0 Fermi momentum upon using the
volume theorem. In Eq. (42) we expand the self energy at low ω and write E as
Z−1(~k, T )E(~k, T ) = ε(~k) + Σ′(~k, 0, T )− µ(T ) (84)
= ε(~k) + (Σ′(~k, 0, T )− Σ′(~k, 0, 0)) + Σ′(~k, 0, 0) + (µ(0)− µ(T ))− µ(0)
(85)
The vanishing of the right hand side locates the pseudo FS. Using Eq. (83) we
obtain
(µ(T )− µ(0)) = (ε(~k)− ε(~kF )) + (Σ
′(~k, 0, T )− Σ′(~k, 0, 0))
+(Σ′(~k, 0, 0)− Σ′(~kF , 0, 0)). (86)
As expected this equation is satisfied identically by setting ~k = ~kF at T = 0.
At low T we perturb by expanding ~k about ~kF ,
~k = ~kF + δ~k, (87)
and linearize in δ~k to find
δ~k.~V~kF = (µ(T )− µ(0))− (Σ
′(~kF , 0, T )− Σ
′(~kF , 0, 0)), (88)
where ~V~k =
~∇~k[ε(
~k) + Σ′(~k, 0, 0)] is the Fermi velocity. The variation δ~k is
normal to the true (i.e. T=0) FS, and can be determined from this relation.
Proceeding further we may write the change in FS area with T as a line integral
over the true FS
δA(T ) =
∮
FS
dk⊥
(µ(T )− µ(0))− (Σ′(~kF , 0, T )− Σ′(~kF , 0, 0))
|~Vk|
, (89)
where dk⊥ is the wave-vector element tangential to the FS.
The effective density at T differs from the true particle density by the usual
counting rules leading to
neff (T )− n = 2× δA(T )/(2π)
2. (90)
The variation Eq. (89) is driven by the T dependent shifts of µ(T ) and of the real
part of the self energy Σ′(kF , 0, T ). The shift of µ with T is the smaller of the
two, and can in principle be estimated experimentally. For example in ARPES
the apparent change of excitation energy with T of some fixed (T independent)
feature, such as a band edge can be used for this purpose. The variation δA(T ) is
amplified when the quasiparticle Fermi velocity is reduced from the bare one, as
it often happens in strongly correlated matter. An example of the T dependence
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of neff in the t-J model is shown in Ref. [58], where the variation with T is
quite significant due to strong correlations. revealing emergent low-energy scales
in the problem.
The expression Eq. (89) allows us to explore the T dependent shift of the
real part of Σ. This object is of great interest in strongly correlated materials.
In the strange metal regime of the d=∞ Hubbard model, it has been reported
in Ref. ([59]) (Fig (12.c)) to have a strong T dependence, which in turn leads
to a linear T resistivity
7.2. Finite T volume sumrule: Superconductors
In parallel to the treatment of the normal case above, we calculate the first
moment Eq. (78) in the superconducting phase, using the quasiparticle spectral
function in Eq. (74), and the useful integrals noted in Eq. (B.7). Cancelling
common factors we write
〈ω〉~k = N/D,
N =
∑
α=±1
{
1
2
+ α
ε˜~k
2E~k
}[
αEr~k ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
Γ~k + iαEr~k
2πT
)
+ Γ~k ℑmξ
(
1
2
+
Γ~k + iαEr~k
2πT
)]
D =
∑
α=±1
{
1
2
+ α
ε˜~k
2E~k
}
ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
Γ~k + iαEr~k
2πT
)
(91)
We now use the properties of the ξ function Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9) to simplify
Eq. (91). This gives the final formula for the first moment:
〈ω〉~k =
ε˜~k
E~k
Er~k + Γ~kℑmξ
(
1
2 +
Γ~k+iEr~k
2πT
)
ℜe ξ
(
1
2 +
Γ~k+iEr~k
2πT
)
 . (92)
The Γ~k term in the above expression is expected to be exponentially small for the
gapped states and a power law for gapless singlet paired states. This expression
resembles Eq. (81) for the Fermi liquid state with the energy dispersion ε˜~k
replacing the quasiparticle energy E(~k, T ). The vanishing of the first moment
locates the pseudo-FS for the superconductor through the condition
ε˜~k = ε(
~k)− µ+ ℜe χ~k(Er~k)→ 0, (93)
which replaces the simple relation of Gor’kov’s theory Eq. (59). This implies
that the shift in the chemical potential from the noninteracting value due to
pairing effects is exactly cancelled by the self energy term ℜe χ~k(Er~k). This
cancellation is analogous to exact cancellation in the normal state.
Our treatment of the pseudo FS of the superconducting state has a few
precedents. The closely related papers [60, 61] discuss the surface formed by ~k
with G(~k, 0) = 0, using a phenomenological model of G for superconductors in
strongly correlated cuprate materials. The model uses a “renormalized” mean
field theory[62] for this calculation. This method incorporates effects of strong
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correlations through a rescaled version of the BCS effective Hamiltonian with
density dependent scale factors. The area of the above surface in these works is
found to be only approximately the number density, even at T=0. Their results
are in contrast to the findings of the present work, where the pseudo FS area
must match the particle density exactly at T=0. The discrepancy could be due
to missing a cancellation between the shifts of the self energy and the chemical
potential, or due to a lack of the (unproven) particle-hole symmetry at strong
coupling. Experimental checks of the particle-hole symmetry, as suggested in
this work would be of considerable interest.
In the present work we propose a new suggestion for probing the pseudo-
Fermi surface for superconductors. It differs from the signatures proposed earlier
[60, 61], advocating either locating the maxima of the spectral weight, or the
maxima of the gradient of the momentum distribution function |∇knk|. Our
proposal involves studying the first moment of the frequency 〈ω〉~k, defined in
Eq. (78). Its vanishing as in Eq. (80) defines the pseudo FS. As explained above
this moment can be constructed from the dynamical information in ARPES.
For singlet superconductors such as the cuprates, the pseudo-Fermi surface is
definable on both sides of the superconducting transition using the moment in
both phases Eqs. (81,92). Apart from (usually small) T dependent corrections,
its area is the same in both phases, being related to the number of particles.
8. Discussion
Given the importance of the Fermi volume theorem, and the attendant com-
plexities of deriving it, a fresh approach seems relevant. This work presents a
non-perturbative derivation of the volume sum-rule Eq. (1) in a broad setting.
We avoid using the traditional number sum-rule
N¯(µ) =
∑
kσ
Gσ(~k, τ = 0
−|µ); (94)
instead we use different ways to compute the zero T limit of the log-derivative
γ~k. This is a major departure from the L-W route, where the introduction of the
Luttinger-Ward functional is an essential second step. This functional can only
be defined in perturbation theory, and leads to difficulties for strong coupling
problems, as explicitly demonstrated in recent work [63].
In 1-d Ref. ([14]) uses adiabatic evolution of the system with a magnetic
flux parameter, to give a non-perturbative argument for the invariance of Fermi
diameter. Ref. ([15]) extends this to arbitrary dimensions d>1 assuming that
the system is a Fermi liquid. In contrast to the 1-d result, Ref. ([15]) also
requires adiabatic evolution through a large number O(Ld−1) of level crossings,
arising from a large accumulation of phase with increasing flux.
More generally the use of adiabatic theorem in gapless situations, particu-
larly for d>1 is risky, and often requires extra symmetry for justification. A well
known example is provided by a gapless metal for d>1, with a varying interac-
tion strength. When the symmetry is less than circular (or spherical), k-space
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redistribution always occurs upon varying the interaction constant. This results
in a change of shape of the Fermi surface [7, 64, 65], implying that adiabaticity
is violated.
We note a few points regarding perturbative arguments. The T=0 Brueckner-
Gammel-Goldstone formalism[66] is based on the adiabatic theorem and uses
the non-interacting Greens function G0 as the foundation for the perturbation
expansion. Therefore the invariance of the Fermi volume, as well as its shape,
are automatic byproducts, we get back what we initially put in. A critique of
this method by Kohn and Luttinger[67] led to the L-W work. They used finite
T perturbation theory instead, allowing for a k-space redistribution of occupied
states[7, 64, 65]. However the problem of strong coupling remains. It is hard to
see how the L-W method can be justified in strong coupling, recalling that it is
predicated on the existence of the Luttinger-Ward functional, defined term by
term in powers of the coupling. Recent work explicitly displays pathologies of
the L-W functional in Hubbard type models at strong coupling[63].
The present work utilizes continuity, instead of perturbation, to bypass the
strong coupling problem. Isothermal continuity breaks down at level crossing
transitions with tuning, and is signaled by a jump in expectation values. There-
fore the guarantor of isothermal continuity is the absence of jump discontinuities
in expectation values. In summary we may assume isothermal continuity within
a continuously connected phase of matter, thus requiring the absence of first or-
der quantum transitions. As our example of the superconductor shows, the
isothermal argument works through the normal to superconducting transition,
where the dependence on coupling is non-analytic (but continuous). Here the
adiabatic methods seem to fail.
We use continuity in a parameter for linking the interacting system with
the Fermi gas. The parameter used is most often, but not necessarily, the
coupling constant in the Hamiltonian. In the case of the t-J model with
extreme coupling U = ∞, a more general interaction type parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]
is invoked[25]. Continuous evolution with λ ensures the volume theorem for the
t-J model[25].
Our extension of the volume theorem to singlet superconductor is based on
two assumptions. Firstly we assume that pairs of electrons act repulsively with
respect to other pairs, thereby giving a monotonically increasing chemical poten-
tial µe(m) in Eq. (62). This is certainly true in the BCS theory and in exactly
solvable models[47, 48] for superconductivity in finite size systems. It would
break down if an as yet undiscovered glue were to result in say Cooper-quartets,
instead of Cooper-pairs. The other main assumption is that of an approxi-
mately valid particle hole symmetry Eq. (68) for the case of fully or partially
gapped superconductors. This leads to U∼V in the correlated superconductors,
extending the known result Eq. (60) in the weak coupling BCS-Gor’kov case.
This symmetry has been assumed to be true in other contexts, e.g. for the
recently discussed Majorana Fermions [41]. For strongly coupled systems, this
symmetry is hard to establish analytically. However numerical tests of the con-
dition Eq. (68) involving ground-state to ground state matrix elements of the
Fermi operators may be feasible for small systems using exact diagonalization,
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and are planned for future work. Finally since we establish a direct connection
with observable variables, one could test the resulting sumrule experimentally
in a variety of superconducting materials. The results would indicate if this
symmetry holds good, and how widely, if so.
The present work leads to the notion of a pseudo-Fermi surface defined finite
T. This surface is shown here to be accessible to ARPES studies from moments
of the observed intensities. It seems well worth exploring this object and its
T dependence experimentally to throw light on interesting issues in strongly
correlated matter. For superconductors such measurements could complement
information from the high magnetic field setups used to study the same sub-
merged normal state Fermi surface by destroying the superconducting order
using strong magnetic fields[68].
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Appendix A. Spectral function and its relation to the Greens func-
tion
With −β < τ ≤ β, we recall the (Matsubara) imaginary time Greens func-
tion [2–4]
Gσ(k, τ) = −
1
Z(µ)
Tr e−βH
(
TτCkσ(τ)C
†
kσ
)
, (A.1)
where the time dependence is Q(τ) = eτHQe−τH. Using the usual antiperi-
odicity G(τ) = −G(τ + β) we define the Fourier version as usual G(iωn) =
1
2
∫ β
−β G(τ)e
iωnτdτ . We may express G as
G(~k, iωn) =
∫
dω
ρG(~k, ω)
iωn − ω
, (A.2)
where the spectral function ρG(~k, ω) can be conveniently found from the analytic
continuations iωn → z followed by z → ω + i0+ as ρG(~k, ω) = −
1
π ℑmG(
~k, ω +
i0+).
The spectral function has a further representation[3]
ρG(k, ω) = (1 + e
−βω)
∑
n,m,a,b
pµ(n)|〈n, a|C~k|m, b〉|
2
×δ(ω + Ea(n)− Eb(m) + µ)e
−βEa(n)+βFn , (A.3)
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where Fn is the n-particle free energy.
In terms of ∆E ∼ |Ea(n) − Ea′(n)|, i.e. a typical excitation energy at a
fixed number for a finite system, we may distinguish between two regimes. At
zero T, or more generally for ∆E/kB >∼ T , the spectral function is a sum over
separated delta functions and hence is very grainy. On the other hand provided
(T, ω) >∼ ∆E/kB, the sum over the delta functions is taken over several states
and hence the resulting spectral functions are smooth functions of ω. This is
therefore a complementary regime to the earlier one.
In terms of the spectral functions we may write the time dependent functions
as
G(~k, τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω ρG(~k, ω)e
−τω
(
f(ω)θ(−τ) − f¯(ω)θ(τ)
)
(A.4)
with the Fermi functions f(ω) = 1
eβω+1
and f¯ = 1 − f . We will need the
following relation for the real part of the Greens function
G(k, 0) = −P
∫
dω
ω
ρG(k, ω), (A.5)
where P denotes the principal value.
Appendix B. Some useful integrals arising in the sum-rule Eq. (78)
We outline the calculation of integrals that arise in Eq. (78):
Jm =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
(−ω)m
cosh(12βω)
Γ
Γ2 + (ω − E)2
, (B.1)
for real parameters Γ, E with m = 0, 1. A simple way to do these integrals is to
use the Mittag-Leffler expansion
1
cosh(πz)
=
2
π
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n(n+ 12 )
z2 + (n+ 12 )
2
, (B.2)
so that we can integrate term by term using the simple result for convolution
of two Lorentzians. This yields
J0 =
1
π
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
Γ/(2πT ) + n+ 12
E2/(2πT )2 + (Γ/(2πT ) + n+ 12 )
2
J1 = −
1
π
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
(n+ 12 )E
E2/(2πT )2 + (Γ/(2πT ) + n+ 12 )
2
. (B.3)
These sums can be performed using the digamma function
Ψ(z) =
d
dz
log Γ(z) = lim
M→∞
(
logM −
M∑
n=0
1
z + n
)
. (B.4)
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We define a meromorphic function ξ(z) via the alternating infinite sum
ξ(z) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
z + n
=
1
2
(
Ψ(
1
2
+
z
2
)−Ψ(
z
2
).
)
, (B.5)
In the complex z plane ξ(z) has a pole at the origin and at every negative
integers, and is analytic everywhere else. Writing z = x + iy we record the
useful corollaries
ℜe ξ(x+ iy) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
x+ n
(x+ n)2 + y2
ℑmξ(x+ iy) = −
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
y
(x+ n)2 + y2
. (B.6)
Using these we can perform the required summations in Eq. (B.3) analyti-
cally as
J0 =
1
π
ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iE
2πT
)
J1 = −
E
π
ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iE
2πT
)
−
Γ
π
ℑmξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iE
2πT
)
. (B.7)
From the series defining ξ(z) in Eq. (B.5), it is real for real z. Using the Schwarz
reflection principle we deduce relations needed in the text; for α = ±1
ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iαE
2πT
)
= ℜe ξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iE
2πT
)
(B.8)
ℑmξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iαE
2πT
)
= αℑmξ
(
1
2
+
Γ + iE
2πT
)
. (B.9)
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